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Merseyside Archaeological Society 
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From the Chair

It is good to see community archaeology taking place on our doorstep. I can recommend 
a visit to the Liverpool Waterfront behind the Pier Master’s House at Royal Albert 
Dock on a Wednesday to Friday over July. Come along and see the foundations of 
dockworker’s housing being excavated.  

We had a small group attend the Crosby wartime defences walk which was the first of 
several local walks which the Society has organised over the summer period.  Please 
book on any of the visits that interest you.  

Hopefully we will get sufficient bookings per visit but reserve the right to rearrange 
should there be insufficient interest.

There is more information on the Crosby visit and forthcoming events below.

Roy Forshaw

Date Speaker/
Leader 

Title Venue

19 August Rob Philpott Archaeology of 
Norton Priory 

ZOOM

16 September Gina Muskett ‘Athena Parthenos in 
Liverpool’ and AGM

Quaker Meeting House
TBC following 
consultation with QMH

25 September Rob Philpott Site Visit Norton Priory 
Excavation

Summer Meetings 2021

Thursday 15th July via ZOOM from 7.15 p.m (the formal meeting will start at 7.30) 
Roy Forshaw ‘The Archaeology of Hilbre Island’.

Future planned events:

For those meetings held ‘virtually’ via Zoom. A link to join the meeting will be issued 
via e-mail a few days beforehand. There are some technical points to put across to 
ensure everything runs as smoothly as possible. 

Talks will last 40 mins starting at 7.30. You will be able to log on from 7.15.1. 

Please set your microphone to mute whilst the speaker is talking. This is to 2. 
ensure that we get the best audio quality so that everyone can hear. 

Just as we would in a physical meeting, please save any questions until the end 3. 
of the session. 
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It’s possible to post text comments during Zoom meetings, but we found this quite distracting, so please keep this to a 4. 
minimum. 

If you’d rather not appear by video that can be turned off and replaced with a photo.5. 

A link to the Zoom meeting will be sent out by email to members in the week prior to the meeting, so please make sure that 6. 
our membership sec, Vanessa Oakden, has your current email address. 

 There’s a handy introduction to how to use Zoom in this video 7. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QOUwumKCW7M . 

Piermaster’s Green Community Excavation

Join the Museum of Liverpool and CITiZAN North on Tuesday the 13th of July for a guided Low Tide Trail around Liverpool’s 
historic docks beginning at the Piermaster’s Green community excavation. Find out how the dig has been progressing and take a 
look at some of the finds before taking a look at how the docks and Liverpool grew over time and investigate some of the hidden 
clues that survive in the landscape today which help tell the story of this development. The socially distanced walk will take an hour 
and a half to two hours to complete. Contact Vanessa Oakden, Vanessa.Oakden@liverpoolmusuems.org.uk or leave a message on 
01514784260 to book your place. Due to social distancing places are limited to 8 people however the walk will be run twice in the 
day if demand is high.

Hilbre Island Visit. Tuesday 17th August 2021.

Hilbre Island is located off the Wirral on the River Dee. The nearest towns are West Kirby and Hoylake.  West Kirby station is 
approximately 10 minutes walk from the assembly point.

Leave West Kirby slipway 10.45 arriving on Hilbre Island 12.00.
Leaving Hilbre Island no later than 16.00.
High tide 06.20 & 19.07
Low tide 13.13

Itinerary
This visit involves a walk across the sands from West Kirby to Hilbre Island to look at the wonderful historic landscape covering 
archaeology ranging from the prehistoric period to the second world war. We will not have internal access to buildings but will be 
able to get a closer look behind the scenes at the Buoy Masters complex and the Telegraph Station.  We will try and identify the 
lumps and bumps forming field boundaries, potential building sites and structure foundations. There will be an element of  ‘what 
do you think?’ as we wander around as the island has many unanswered questions. The Island has a SSSI classification with many 
visiting birds, seals and rare flora and fauna to look at. 

Access
It will take approximately an hour to walk over the sands and rocky shore from West Kirby to the Island and will take in Little and 
Middle Eye islands.  Most of the walk will be over wet sand but there is a channel we will have to cross that holds in the region of 6 
inches of water. Care will also be needed over the rocky shore as this can be slippery.  There will be a number of steps to negotiate 
linking the island with the shoreline.

Facilities.
There is a shelter on the island should the weather be bad.  I have contacted the ranger and unfortunately the toilet facilities will not 
be available due to current restrictions.

Bring all food and water you will need as there are no supplies on the island.

To book a place.
Please contact me via roy.forshaw@liverpoolmuseums.org.uk if you wish to attend or need more information. Those contacting me 
will receive further information nearer the time. 
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At the Museum of Liverpool, our Community Archaeology Trainees & new MAS members Natalie Sutcliffe & Jess Hornby 
have been working hard at the Piermaster’s Green Community Dig. Here they each discuss an object chosen from the finds 
tray.

Dung or Doorbell? The Mystery of the Piermaster’s Green Chain…

This chain has been cause for much debate over the past month or so of digging. It was 
found on our first day of digging in Trench II, where we are hoping to find the porch of 7 
Albert Parade, the bigger of the 4 houses once standing on the site. When pulling it out of 
the ground we were excited and thought we could have possibly found the chain for the 
old doorbell. This stayed as our best guess for only a few days, until the chain landed on 
our finds table to show the public. 

Due to the impact of Covid 
we are unable to let the public 
handle the finds, but this has not 
stopped the immense interest in 
the site. We have had people of 
all ages and walks of life coming 
to stop by to ask what is going 
on, engaging with us and asking 
questions. This chain has been 
one of the most talked about 
items on the table. We have had 
many guesses as to what the 

mystery chain could be, many citing how they remember parents or family 
members having similar items in their houses. We have had people guess 
anywhere from hanging basket chains, to chains on old art deco light 
fixtures, chains on windows to the bath plug chain. But by far, the most popular suggestion has been a toilet chain. After hundreds of 
people sided with the toilet chain, we finally came around to the idea that our nice, little, doorbell chain, may just in fact be a toilet 
chain.

It is interesting to watch how an ordinary find can bring back vivid memories of such a mundane activity for so many people. Many 
people have recalled their parents’ houses using such chains, or their school from when they were children, and it is nice to hear 
them reminisce about their childhood in Liverpool, albeit sparked from such an unexpected memory.

The, now not so glamorous, chain is a firm favourite amongst the public, sparking much debate, engagement and communication, 
usually leading to a few laughs from both parties. 

We have developed a soft spot for our (possible) toilet chain.

Natalie Sutcliffe

The Golden Key

Though we’ve found some exciting discoveries, our current star find is our furniture key. Found 
on our first day whilst trowelling the topsoil of Trench II (situated at the porch of Number 7 Albert 
Parade), we initially thought we had found the front door key. A closer inspection revealed that it was 
for Golden Key Furniture, produced by Palatial LTD. Manufactured between 1940 and 1950, this key 
sits within the later end of the houses’ lifespan. Its design is eye-catching and quite intricate, with 
lattice work woven at the top. It is also in good condition. Set up on our finds table, the key seems to 
regularly catch the attention of the public as it is one of our more recognisable finds. Many mention 
that their relatives had furniture keys and that it brings back memories for them, highlighting the 
power of community archaeology. Compared to some of our other fragmented finds like glass sherds 
and pottery pieces, the key stands out as something familiar that people can connect to. 

In these uncertain times we understand that not everyone in the community will be able to come to 
the waterfront to see the dig in person. To share some of our star finds, we have been posting on our 
social media accounts using the hashtag #dockhousedig. This has been an incredibly useful way of 



engaging with the public and has helped us to learn more about the objects that we’re 
displaying. After posting the key, a local historian responded with a newspaper advert 
dating from 1949. After adding this to the table, public interest around the key grew 
even more. The advert has been a great way of helping to show how the key was seen 
by the people who used it, alongside the type of deluxe walnut furniture it would have 
unlocked. In this way, we have been able to get more of a sense of the families as real 
people, helping to reconstruct their lives one artefact at a time.

As it was found in the topsoil and falls at the later end of the houses’ life, we cannot 
be sure that this key belonged to the families living there. However, its quality and 

deluxe finish suggest its owners may have been wealthy. I like to imagine that the family were sifting through the newspaper and 
spotted this advert, finally finding the perfect furniture suite for their bedroom. 

Jess Hornby
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Report on Fort Crosby Visit 19th June 2021

Our assault on Fort Crosby, which has remains from the First and Second World Wars (WW1 & WW2), consisted of a dedicated 
group of four after three others were lost in action leading up to the visit.

Under ideal conditions, which were cool but dry, we took a walk along the river front until we got to the WW2 anti-aircraft battery 
site where we looked at the building remains.  It was not possible to enter the partially buried buildings but referring to contemporary 
plans we were able to see what the layouts were like.  

Clockwise from top left: 1) Part of Anti-Aircraft building. 2) Vanessa, Joyce and Sue in the trenches. 3)  Sue standing in assumed 
landmine crater. Vanessa is standing at ground level. 4) WW2 lookout foundations in foreground (centre right) immediately next to 
Cold War monitoring station (centre left). The metal ladder descends vertically through the square ‘conning tower’ on the left, with 
access through the small sub-rectangular hole clearly visible in the photograph. Burbo Bank windfarm and North Wales (Great 
Orme) visible in distance.



Leaving the anti-aircraft site, we took one of the many 
paths across what was an extensive military site. There 
were traces of tar-macadam roads and hardstanding for 
buildings.  With the use of 1945 photographs and camp 
drawings we were able to imagine where buildings such 
as the guardhouse and messrooms etc stood.  We took the 
pathway which was originally the entrance road up to the 
main gate where the Liverpool to Southport railway line 
forms the boundary.  Venturing into the undergrowth we 
looked at a line of WW1 practice trenches which were 
still clearly visible in a zigzag formation.

Retracing our steps, we went to look for the remains of 
the minefield which protected the rear of the site.  Circular 
features that look like pits in a grid pattern can be clearly 
seen on LiDAR scans and infrared photographs. These 
had been a bit of a mystery when we did a preliminary 
visit the previous Monday but after some online research 
we have concluded that the mines were cleared by 
controlled detonations, and the 500mm or so deep craters 
were the result.

Two of the group had to leave early so we concluded the 
trip and saved the Hightown prehistoric forest and Crosby 
Blitz Beach for another time. There was just time to look 
at the site of the large gun battery, (which held heavy 
anti-boat guns) or the hole it filled, and peer across at the 
lookout station.

Sue and I then went on to Formby to revisit the starfish bunker and try and identify similar trench earthworks that appeared in 
wartime photographs.  The trenches appeared to have been almost obliterated by post-war land use including asparagus farming. We 
weren’t always sure if what we found were rabbit holes in the brambles rather than the remains of trenches! The highlight was to 
look for a structure that appeared on air photography on top of a large sand dune. We found upstanding remains of two structures side 
by side and, thanks to Mark Adams’ advice and some internet searching, we learnt that one of the structures was a WW2 lookout and 
the building with a metal ladder disappearing underground was a cold war nuclear monitoring station. Maybe a visit for another day.
We may rearrange a trip to Fort Crosby and the Hightown prehistoric forest one weekend day, possibly in the autumn or winter, when 
the vegetation is lower and the coast less popular with visitors.  Personally, week-day visits have to be limited as I have to use up a 
day’s holiday.

Thank you to all who attended 

Roy Forshaw 
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LiDAR scan of minefield (grid of ‘dots’) adjacent to Hightown housing 
estate (rectangles top right). The laser scan selected to highlight slopes 
clearly shows the pits where the minefield was located. 


